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Carrion Crown Session Summary 09/15/2013 

Attendance 

 Bruce calls in to see an unusual sight: a completely empty room.  Nobody is in 

evidence – but clearly someone set up the Google Hangout.  It is a mystery, an 

unsolvable mystery.  At least until Chris walks in and explains that he was just in the 

other room.  Shortly after that Paul walks in.  He notes that he has left all of his books at 

home – but not to worry, he can get access to all of them through the Cloud! 

 Ernest quietly chuckles from his side of the table.  He is the Master of the Cloud – 

no Cloud-based application escapes his notice.  Not even one! 

 A deep, rumbling chuckle rolls in from far, far away.  None at the table take 

notice as the Cloud itself observes.  It sees all.  It knows all! 

 Patrick arrives with his lunch.  He exclaims at the high quality of the life-sized 

cardboard cutout of Bruce that serves at his virtual presence.  He remains blissfully 

ignorant of that near-godlike power approaching its nascence. 

 Matt has a new character, following the death of Vladimir: Zurax Darkfire.  Zurax 

is a half-orcish necromancer with a terrifying series of youthful memories and some truly 

interesting magical artifacts including a Scrying Shard, a jar full of Healing Salve, and a 

Spool of Endless Rope.  The others note that “endless” apparently means “500 feet”, 

suggesting that the Consolidated Rope Company of Ustalav has a really good Marketing 

department. 

 Tim shows up somewhat late, fresh from yet another experience of trying to 

persuade folks to buy custom windows.  He seems somewhat exhausted by the prospect – 

so flinging alchemical bombs is quite alluring in comparison. 

 

Character Player Description Class Level 

Oswald Bainbridge Bruce Grizzled Crossbowman Fighter 6 

Vladimir Vampijérovic Matt Pale-skinned Stranger Hungry Ghost 

Monk 

6 

Zurax Darkfire Matt Black-robed figure Half-Orc  
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Necromancer 

Nigel Snodgrass Patrick Emo-Gothic musician Dirge Bard 6 

Doctor Jegen Vaus Tim Elvish Eurotrash in 

leather pants 

Alchemist 6 

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl Ernest Troubled Vudran Girl Witch 6 

Icobus Basilisk Chris Pale, poor nobleman, 

now become orcish! 

Oracle 6 

 

Who Is Orrin Vrude? 

 With only minimal prompting, Oswald Bainbridge realizes that Count Caromarc 

might know something about the Whispering Way, in particular those Whispering Way 

members who attacked the Count and invaded Schloss Caromarc.  Oswald finally asks, 

“What does the Whispering Way leader Orrin Vrude actually look like?” 

 Unable to restrain himself any further, the Count bursts out, “He looks exactly 

like the figure in your vision!  The mysterious figure who killed your master, Professor 

Lorrimor!”  Nobody but Oswald understands why the Count is suddenly so animated. 

 The Professor’s assistant, who had been hiding in the castle along with the Count, 

suggests, “Perhaps you should ask all the NPC’s about the Whispering Way people they 

encountered.  They might be able to help you!” 

 The characters oblige.  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl asks, “How many allies did Orrin 

Vrude have?”  Neither the Count nor his assistant have an exact answer, but they do 

know that Vrude had at least five necromancers with him, plus a squad or two of assorted 

undeads. 

 Icobus Basilisk comments, “Assorted undeads?  Those grab-bag deals are often a 

very good bargain.  That shows that Orrin Vrude must have a good hand with money.”  

Then he asks about the werewolves of the Shudderwood.  The Count’s assistant explains 

that the werewolves run wild all through the forest.  Venturing in during the full moon is 

unwise, but that doesn’t necessarily mean that venturing in at other times is a good idea. 

 The Whispering Way cultists also wanted an ancient evil idol, presumably for one 

of their evil rituals.  The characters decide that they’d best talk to someone who knows 
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about evil Whispering Way rituals, possibly members of the Order of the Palatine Eye 

who are sworn to stand against the Whispering Way.  Judge Derrimed and the author Ilsa 

Kindler are both probably members, and should be able to help.  The characters decide to 

return to Lepidstadt for the purpose. 

A Ceremony for Vladimir 

 The characters use Speak with Dead to establish that Vladimir does not want to be 

raised from the dead.  In accord with Norgorber’s typical funeral rites, the characters 

decide to cremate his body to ensure that his secrets will forever be safe. 

 Nigel Snodgrass accepts Vladimir’s Rope of Climbing as a memento. 

The Road Back to Lepidstadt 

 Midafternoon, the characters come across a group of six cowled and hooded 

pilgrims.  Only their reddened eyes are visible.  Perhaps they are worshippers of Zon-

Kuthon who put salt in their eyes? 

 Icobus hails them, “Greetings, travelers!  What god do you serve?” 

 There is no response.  Then one of them draws a bell from under his robes and 

rings it.  Nigel suggests that they might have taken a vow of silence, though he doesn’t 

recognize a specific sect that they belong to.  They smell like carrion flesh. 

 They pass the characters.  Then Nigel calls back to them, “We think you might be 

vampires or something, so unless you lower your hoods and prove otherwise we’re 

thinking of killing you.” 

 They turn and lower their hoods.  They have pallid flesh stretched tight over their 

bones.  Their fingernails are long and filthy, suggesting a fondness for tearing away the 

flesh of the living.  Nigel concludes that they are probably not ordinary holy men. 

 Meanwhile, Zurax Darkfire has been trailing a group of ghouls who 

(interestingly) disguised themselves as holy men… 

 As the ghouls grimace, Sredni Vashtar’s Girl places misfortune upon the nearest 

while Icobus Basilisk flings a Spiritual Weapon at the creature, critically wounding it.  

He follows with a stab from his magic dagger that leaves another ghoul dripping awful 

ichor. 
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 Then things turn against the characters.  Badly, badly against them.  Oswald is 

taken unawares by a ghoul who paralyzes him with a bite.  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl is also 

paralyzed!  A ghoul turns to bite Icobus and paralyzes him as well!  The situation is 

looking grim!  It is down to Nigel alone!  He surrounds himself with Mirror Images as a 

protective measure, but the sudden profusion of Nigels only sweetens the ghouls’ hunger. 

 And then Zurax steps out from behind some bushes.  He has a +14 Stealth bonus, 

no wonder nobody saw him!  He unleashes his powers and takes command of one of 

them.  The controlled ghoul tears apart the wounded ghoul, destroying it. 

 Icobus Basilisk discovers that changing the target of his Spiritual Hammer is a 

wholly mental action – whether he is paralyzed or not.  He changes it over to another 

ghoul, whacking the creature in the back of the head.  Unfortunately, this distracts Zurax 

enough that a ghoul is able to paralyze him. 

 Nigel watches as the ghouls tear through his last three images.  He commences 

making his peace with his god even as the “friendly” ghoul claws at one of the other 

ghouls.  He casts Mirror Image again and commences fighting defensively.  Nigel 

shudders as he watches a ghoul very realistically slash the throat of one of his images. 

 And then the others rise back up to save the day!  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl recovers 

from her paralysis and shoots a ghoul with her heavy crossbow, taking it down!  Oswald 

recovers from his paralysis and shoots another ghoul down, leaving only the ghoul that 

Zurax controlled.  Zurax recovers just in time and dispatches the last creature down with 

a Flaming Ray. 

Introductions 

 The characters make the acquaintance of their new companion.  Zurax explains 

that he comes from Belkzen; he is obviously a half-orc.  His home settlement is in the 

Tusk Mountains, but he hails from the capital of Urgir these days.  He explains that he 

was tracking the ghouls either to destroy them or control them.  He was tracking them 

because he had heard rumors of the Whispering Way mobilizing in the area and sought 

allies against them. 

 It is quite fortunate that the other characters have heard of a Whispering Way cell 

in the Shudderwood, and in Oswald’s simple words, “We seek to destroy it!” 
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 Zurax explains, “Yes, I recently left their employ…” 

 “You were a member?!?” 

 “I was a member of the Strong Way…” (The characters ready weapons) “…by 

which I mean I was infiltrating them to keep them from once again taking over the orcs 

of Belkzen.” (The characters lower their weapons). 

 Zurax eventually explains himself enough to the characters that they agree not 

only to not kill him, but also to let him join their group. 

 To further improve the situation, the characters discover that the ghouls were 

carrying 5000 silver coins sewn into their robes.  Zurax explains that they had attacked a 

mine.  They also had a prayer mat with inlaid gold thread (100 gold) and a coral saucer 

(100 gold), and magical Everlasting Rations (a pouch that produces enough trail rations 

to feed one medium-sized creature every day, refilling at midnight). 

 The characters distribute the silver coins, 1000 silver coins each.  Everyone 

except Zurax gets 755 gold coins as well. 

What About the Werewolves? 

 Zurax knows a fair amount about the werewolves of the Shudderwood.  The 

whole forest lies within the County of Lozeri, where the locals comment that “All men 

have the shadows of beasts.”  The werewolves themselves live in several distinct tribes or 

associations, some of whom are nastier than others: 

 Demon wolves – who worship fiends 

 Prince’s wolves – associated with the Szcarni 

 Silverhides – nasty all around 

 Primals 

 Broken Ones 

There are over a dozen distinct werewolf packs, but most of those trace their descent 

through one or another of the five main tribes. 

The Last Night on the Road 

 The last night the characters spend on the road before reaching Lepidstadt their 

sleep is disturbed by the howling of wolves.  The characters wonder if the Shudderwood 
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werewolves or the Whispering Way might be hunting them.  They spend a fairly 

sleepless night. 

 The next morning, Oswald and Icobus are able to find the tracks of a pack of dire 

wolves that were in the area the night before.  Icobus opines that they were at least 

intelligent enough to steer clear of a bunch of guys with lots of silver weapons. 

Festival Day in Lepidstadt 

 The characters arrive in Lepidstadt to find that a festival is under way.  It is a holy 

day for the god Torag, commemorating the Battle of the Lost Fields.  Everyone was 

disappointed by the way the trial of the Beast went, so they’ve put a lot of additional 

energy into the festival.  Everyone is wearing masks, so the characters invest in some to 

make the orcish tones of the group less obvious.  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl buys a fake 

dwarfish beard to wear.  Zurax casts Alter Self to help things even more.  And then the 

characters go shopping! 

 Icobus Basilisk and Sredni Vashtar’s Girl are interested in finding a weaponsmith 

who can forge the adamantine door taken from Schloss Caromarc into an adamantine 

warhammer.  They find a dwarven smith willing to do the work for 300 gold. 

 Then the characters look up Judge Derrimed to ask about the Order of the 

Palatine Eye, and more to the point what her membership in the Order might have 

allowed her to learn about the Whispering Way agents now in the Shudderwood.  She 

receives them in her study.  She is quite pleased to see that Icobus brought her a tin of 

dwarven cookies.  She also wants them to tell her all about what happened in Schloss 

Caromarc. 

 She is very interested to know that the whispering Way was responsible for 

stealing the Sea Sage statue.  When she hears that, she out and tells the characters that she 

belongs to the Order of the Palatine Eye and explains her reasons for wanting to suppress 

the Whispering Way: they are death worshippers, they have a link to Tar-Bathon, the 

Whispering Tyrant, and so on.  She offers that with good service, the characters might be 

allowed to join the Order of the Palatine Eye. 
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A Little About the Shudderwood 

 The Shudderwood was the last holdfast of the Kellid people when Ustalav was 

colonized.  They formed an awful alliance with the beasts of the forest, filling the place 

with traps and dangers.  Their legacy continues to this day, though the Kellids are long 

dead. 

 The normal means to reach the Ascanor Lodge (for those privileged aristocrats 

who choose to hunt there) is by barge along the Calscroix River, limiting the danger.  The 

servants who live there have little opportunity to leave.  The place is more than just a 

lodge: it is a fortified compound including ballrooms, restaurants and even (so rumor has 

it) a brothel.  The area immediately around it is relatively tame, with some cultivated 

fields, gardens and pens for the herds.  And truthfully, the werewolves are only one of the 

Shudderwood’s dangers.  The ettercaps and giant spiders that prey upon the populations 

of scrub boar, deer, pheasants, beavers and river trout are much more of a danger. 

 The characters decide that their upcoming trip to the Shudderwood will be a 

delight.  They agree that they would very much appreciate it if Judge Derrimed could 

arrange some invitations to the place on their behalf.  Icobus goes back to the 

marketplace to arrange for an alchemical silver coating on his heavy mace. 

 Oswald goes to the Church of Pharasma to find a cleric able to cast two 

Restoration spells upon him.  His CON and DEX drains reversed, Oswald feels like a 

whole new man!  He doesn’t even mind the 760 gold it cost him.  He’s so happy, he goes 

off and gets himself a bushel-full of silver crossbow bolts. 

 Zurax finds some instructors and learns a variety of interesting new spells. 

Professor Crowl 

 The characters go from the marketplace to the University of Lepidstadt to talk to 

Professor Crowl.  He is a twisted, eccentric old man prone to waving his arms around 

enthusiastically.  They explain to him that they were unable to bring the Sea Sage back 

from Schloss Caromarc because it had been carried away by Whispering Way cultists.  

Does he know anything about the dangers the characters will face when they venture into 

the forest to retrieve it? 
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 The professor reminds them that the statuette was more strange than actually 

valuable.  The characters (several of whom are technically still students) offer their 

thanks and then head to the library to learn about the werewolf tribes of Shudderwood.  

They learn: 

 The Broken Ones are also called the Dorzhanev.  They usually settle in isolated 

placed in small communities.  They pose as simple farmers and trappers and 

sometimes travel to larger communities to trade.  Their wolf form is typically that 

of small red wolves.  They live and hunt in packs and target lone travelers, just 

like all werewolves.  They are matriarchal.  Their pack leader is Cybrisa 

Dorzhanev. 

 The Demon Wolves are Jeseldens.  They are mostly new-converted and worship 

the demon lord Jeselda, Mistress of the Hungry Moon.  They are typically black-

furred wolves and are fast-growing.  They were reputed to be formed by an 

antipaladin who worships Jeselda. 

 The Silver Hides are also called the Mordenachts.  They have gray-white hides, 

are typically loners, and generally do not gather.  They are individually quite 

powerful.  The Mordenachts descend from those inflicted with lycanthropy by an 

ancient high priest of Desna. 

 The Princess Wolves are Varisian wolves with ties to the Sczarni.  They travel in 

tight family groups and become brown or gray furred wolves. 

 The Primals are also called the Vollensag.  They are descended from the ancient 

Kellid tribes that were driven out by the Varisian.  There are few of them but they 

transform into large gray dire wolves. 

Sredni Vashtar’s Girl notes that she understands enough Healing skill to be able to use 

belladonna or wolfsbane to cure lycanthropy, if administered rapidly enough.  On the 

minus side, belladonna is poisonous and inflicts STR damage – but on the scale of 

remedies available in Ustalav that’s pretty good. 

 It is at this moment that Doctor Vaus shows up, loaded down with antitoxins, 

alchemical bombs, and so on.  He also has lots of good advice on dealing with 

werewolves. Beyond that, he is able to make an alchemical solvent that will dissolve 
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spiderwebs – the characters are very interested in this, especially because each dose (at 

50% off) is only 10 gold. 

 Before the characters leave town Judge Derrimed gives them some blank 

invitations to the lodge.  She also tells them that the lodge has an impressive arcane 

library, including a rare collection of pre-Palatinate histories.  Those might help explain 

what the Whispering Way is looking for in the Shudderwood. 

Tea with the Author 

 Sredni Vashtar’s Girl sends an invitation to Ilsa Kindler to join them for tea.  She 

extracts promises from the characters that none of them will embarrass anyone.  She 

knows a lot more about vampires than she knows about werewolves, but she does 

reassure the characters that if they live they should have a wonderful tale to tell!  She 

herself was drawn into the adventuring life to avenge the death of her sister, but the allure 

of the life goes beyond that.  Of course, her adventuring days are long over. 

Into the Shudderwood 

 The characters leave the swamps of Vieland behind as they pass into the dark 

forests of the Shudderwood.  They follow the Silent Path, a hunting path.  They 

occasionally see fetishes made from bones hanging from the pine branches along the 

edges of the path. 

 Several days into the journey the characters hear a young voice calling out, “Help 

me!  Help me!”  A small doll is visible hanging in a tree.  The characters assume that they 

will either be saving a small child, or will be killed by one.  They approach carefully, in a 

group. 

 Several hundred yards off the trail the characters hear mystical harp music.  A 

moment later they see a three-story tower, engulfed in blood ivy.  The interior of the 

tower includes a burrow.  Strands of webbing extend from floor to ceiling.  Human-sized 

webbed bundles dangle from the strands, speaking to the dietary preferences of the 

residents.  Nigel starts up a drumsong to ward off evil powers.  Doctor Vaus drinks an 

infusion and transforms into Ironface. 

 As the characters enter the tower the harp music stops.  Icobus slits open a cocoon 

to find the corpse of a goat.  He opens more, and finds more goats and a horse.  The 
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bodies have been drained of fluids.  He also finds two dead humans, one of them a little 

girl. 

 A creature comes clattering out of the burrow.  It has a woman’s upper body with 

an insectoid head and giant mandibles.  Its lower body looks like a giant maggoty grub.  

It moves with unnatural speed as it chitters a song of alien tone and meaning.  It spits 

webbing, much faster than the characters can react.  It spits webbing all over Oswald.  

Oswald fires in response, but his aim is mostly spoiled by the webs.  Icobus charges in, 

taking an attack of opportunity in the process.  He evades the strike, thanks in part due to 

the Ill Fortune that Sredni Vashtar’s Girl placed upon the worm-woman. 

 And then the ettercaps show up, climbing up over the walls of the tower and 

spitting webs at the characters.  They entangle both Nigel and Ironface.  Zurax evades the 

webbing and responds with a Lightning Bolt.  The weaver worm evades it, then drags 

Oswald twenty feet towards it.  Oswald struggles to get free.  Nigel casts Scare and 

drives off three ettercaps.  Another ettercap comes down Spider-Man style and gives him 

a kiss.  A very painful kiss that inflicts 2 DEX damage. 

 Ironface moves in to engage the weaver worm.  It responds by clawing at him and 

at the ever-persistent Icobus.  Zurax decides that now is the time to cast Spectral Hand, as 

the weaver worm’s webbing doesn’t look particularly flammable.  Ironface observes that 

now his horrible mutations take physical form, so he now has claws and horns.  He draws 

a bloody slash across its rippling muscles with a claw and then slams his head into the 

gap in the weaver worm’s side, badly wounding the creature.  The thing is badly 

wounded.  Ironface’s entire head is coated in ichor. 

 The weaver worm howls and draws in Oswald, biting him badly.  Oswald 

struggles feebly.  Sredni Vashtar’s Girl responds by hitting the worm dead-on with a Ray 

of Enfeeblement.  Zurax follows up with a Shocking Grasp that leaves the worm smoking 

and critically wounded.  Ironface tears through it, leaving it only barely alive.  It tries to 

attack, but falls in a gout of ichor. 

 The lone remaining ettercap evaluates its chances and withdraws back out of 

combat, moving up along the wall and away.  The characters tend to the badly-poisoned 

Nigel, then move into the lair of the weaver worm.  The chamber is engulfed in soft, 

sticky webbing.  There are several lumps visible.  The characters cut them open carefully, 
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finding coins, a potion and a ring.  By the end they and their gear are covered in webbing 

and gunk.  The loo turns out to be: 

 A Potion of Heroism 

 A Ring of Feather Falling 

 751 gold pieces 

 A blood-soaked reservation letter to Ascanor Lodge on behalf of a minor noble 

Oswald takes the Ring of Feather Falling on the grounds that he almost fell to his death 

time and again at Schloss Caromarc.  Doctor Vaus (transformed back from Ironface) 

takes the potion. 

 Icobus tries looking for the ettercaps or their lair, but quickly recognizes that 

they’ve long since vanished. 

They Treat Death Seriously Here 

 The characters return to the trail and march through the piney woods.  As the 

characters get closer to the lodge they find the naked corpse of a man bound to a pine 

tree.  A large silver hunting knife is embedded deep in his heart and flowers are stuffed 

into his mouth.  The characters conclude that they are seeing an unsuccessful attempt to 

cure lycanthropy.  Icobus moves closer to cut the man down while Zurax wants the 

belladonna.  Both of them, therefore, are within the zone affected by the crossbow trap 

when Icobus trips the wire.  Multiple crossbow bolts shoot from launchers hidden in the 

nearby trees – both Icobus and Zurax are hit multiple times.  They discover that the 

crossbow bolts are covered with silversheen, long since expired. 

 Looking at the sheer number of crossbow bolts fired, the characters are amazed at 

the quantity of crossbows used to build this trap.  They find ten crossbows.  They also 

find that the silver dagger is masterwork; Zurax claims it: “It will be my favorite 

sacrificial dagger!” 

Ascanor Lodge 

 Ascanor Lodge is the large, extravagant hunting lodge deep in the Shudderwood, 

used by the decadent nobility of Ustalav to while away the remainder of their 

meaningless lives as they wait for their ultimate horrors to claim them.  The entire lodge 

compound is surrounded by a fence and a gate guarded by serious-looking mercenaries. 
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 The guards refuse to take the characters’ invitations – they must summon the 

Porter first.  Belik of Cortaud is the Porter.  He is an officious Halfling in nice livery.  He 

has heard of the Basilisk family, studies the invitations carefully, and then refuses the 

characters entry on the basis that they do not look like peaceful guests. For another thing, 

they have no reservations. 

 It is at this point that the characters bring out the missing nobleman’s reservation 

letter and describe how they found it in the woods.  Belik is glad to know what happened 

to the guest, but still will not allow entrance.  By this time a crowd has gathered. 

 A young noble in fine hunting leathers and a weatherworn huntsman with an axe 

push through the crowd.  The huntsman grumbles, “I’ve told you, Durustan – I will help 

you find it, but I’m not bringing my dogs.”  They are followed by servants carrying 

marked chests.  Nigel recognizes the markings as the seal of the House of Ardeal. 

 Doctor Vaus calls out, “Oh, Durustan!  I recognize you!” 

 Durustan quickly invites the characters inside, for he needs more good swords for 

his hunt.  “You men look like a real bunch of hardasses!  This will be wonderful!  You 

men will help me track down the werewolf!”  The characters follow him into the lodge. 

 Durustan explains that the huntsmen had been leading a hunt of a buck earlier in 

the day.  They found the animal dead and flayed, leading the members of the hunting 

party to return speaking of the “devil in gray”, said to be a winter wolf the size of a 

charger with an ash-gray belt.  Its jaws can crush a horse’s skull. 

 The characters follow Durustan and the huntsman Delgros out into the forest.  

They find a clearing splashed with blood and viscera.  There are shattered trees and 

undergrowth all around.  Oswald examines the area.  “I am certain that there were Indians 

here!” 

 Other characters look around and find a set of very large dire wolf prints, prints 

with unusually elongated claws.  They also find some boar tracks.  Oswald finally finds a 

nearby trail of crushed scrub and ground that looks like something was dragged along it.  

The characters follow the tracks, moving relatively carefully.  Icobus casts Enlarge 

Person, Doctor Vaus becomes Ironface, and Durustan (unlike the huntsman) seems 

terribly eager to charge into the fray even before the characters are ready. 
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 The charadcters move forward.  As soon as the dire boars spot them they raise 

their bloody tusks from their feast.  Oswald lands three bolts in the meanest-looking boar, 

leaving it critically wounded.  Durustan lands an arrow in another boar.  And Icobus steps 

in with his halberd, swinging mightily to the sound of Nigel’s hunting drum. 

 Icobus and Ironface both take painful hits from dire boars.  Even though the boars 

are taking ongoing damage in return, their ferocity keeps them going.  One breaks 

through the enlarged line of Icobus and Ironface to strike Zurax.  He responds with a 

Vampiric Touch that leaves the creature weakened.  Oswald finishes it with three 

crossbow shots that pin it to a tree and leave its body bleeding out. 

 Ironface claws down the second boar and Icobus chops the head of the third clean 

off. 

 Durustan looks at the dead hart to see what killed it.  He clearly has no idea what 

he is looking at.  Oswald recognizes two sets of wounds.  One set clearly came from the 

boars, but the second set of bites and slashes was what actually killed it.  It could be a 

dire wolf, though they typically do not slash.  Durustan is convinced that it was a dire 

wolf; he wants to immediately set up an ambush.  His plans indicate that he has no idea 

how to ambush anything. 

Only Ghost Stories Tonight, Perhaps? 

 The characters end up sitting around a campfire with Durustan in the night, 

swapping stories.  He claims to be a werewolf hunter who has killed three werewolves.  

He shows the characters his “scar ward”, given him by a local witch to ward off 

lycanthropy.  She is back at the lodge, and he promises to introduce the characters to her 

when they return (triumphant) there. 

 Durustan also discusses several of the “pampered politicos” currently staying at 

the lodge, including the old Margrave Silas Graden, Margrave of Sternaday (a former 

military man, loathed by the commoners), Corvin Tegsvor (a younger son, exiled to the 

lodge to keep him out of the way, mostly spends his time in a drug-fueled haze) and the  

Marquesa Wellgory, a frequent visitor.  She visits without her husband, but always 

escorted by one of a number of companions. 
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 Durustan himself has been at the lodge only a few days ago.  Icobus asks if any of 

the current guests are spending their time in the library.  Durustan has looked through it, 

but considered the stories of werewolves and the like to all be fiction.  He has never 

actually seen the reference library up in the tower. 

 Later in the night, the brandy and the fire have gotten lower.  The peace of the 

night is choked off by a gurgling scream.  The characters arrive to find a dead hireling 

and a huge gray-furred werewolf holding the body of another hireling.  As the characters 

approach it drops the body and grumbles, “Stop!  Why have you entered our territory?” 

 “Our friend wants to hunt werewolves.” 

 “That is a lie!  His dealings with Mathes Mordenacht and the Silver High Tribe  

do not sit well with the packs.  Mathes the betrayer will never claim the title.  Continue to 

support him and the wrath of the wolf packs will be on you!  There will be much blood 

spilled before a Silverhide packlord sits upon the high throne!  Now leave wolf territory!” 

 A second massive werewolf lurks in the darkness.  It brandishes a bit bone knife 

at the characters.  The characters manage to withdraw safely back to the lodge, where the 

Porter is very glad to see them and offers them steaming mugs of tea.  Non-poisonous tea.  

He asks that the characters meet with his master for a brief introduction. 

 The characters head into the lodge and up the south stairs to the great hall.  The 

Halfling porter stops at a door, knocks three times, and lets the characters in to meet the 

ghost of Abraham Lincoln, a tall and stuffy man in a stovepipe hat named Estovian 

Lozarov.  He is the Lodgewarden of Ascanor.  He apologizes for the actions of the staff, 

and appears to be aware of the Order of the Palatine Eye.  He suggests that the characters 

might want to use the reference library, though he does not know their specific business.  

He also offers them the use of two very pleasant guestrooms – rustically appointed, with 

exterior balconies. 

The End of the Session 

 The session ends with the characters safely resting in the Ascanor Lodge, 

awaiting their opportunity to delve deeper into the Shudderwood to find the Whispering 

Way and the villainous Mathes Mordenacht. 


